Successful Land Cruise

In view of the success of the program of last year the Annual Outing of the Philadelphia Textile School Alumni Association arrangements were repeated to the great satisfaction of all who participated in the affair. The "dry land cruise" set sail from the school on Friday morning, May 25, in at least twenty autos of various types. The time for departure had been scheduled at 9 A. M., but a blow out, and a few other delays, prevented the party from leaving at the time appointed. How-

ever, this afforded good reason for a burst of speed in covering the fourteen or more miles to the Lu Lu Country Club, Edge Hill, Pa. Here the temptations afforded by the nine-hole golf course led many members to indulge in their favorite pastime, and the enjoyment manifested by these "professionals" induced others who were in the novice class to try out the game. The golf course was soon crowded with a varied display of form and style of play which would have astounded Ouimet, Vardon and other stars.

The committee this year had provided a more elaborate luncheon, which was served at long tables, at which the party soon were seated. The cool, snappy air of the country had put a keen edge on appetites, and a little delay due to the failure of the roast beef to reach the proper state of preparedness only served to make them more anxious for the chance to show their prowess.

Annual Ball Game

Because of the efforts of the club to add to the production of farm food products, the local baseball field was found to be ploughed up. Therefore the committee got busy and secured the use of the baseball field of Glenside, through the courtesy and political pull of H. Carroll Brooke. This arrangement having been made, the great majority of the crowd speedily filled the autos and hastened away to the scene of action. The others remained at the club house in order to finish their golf matches or to "get revenge."

On the diamond the married and single men quickly lined up on their respective teams, and after a most thrilling display of practice, the game was under way. Nelson Kershaw was finally persuaded to act as umpire, and he did his part nobly in spite of an avalanche of criticism, luckily nothing more substantial. This game has always been won by the married men, and of course precedent could not be ignored. Even B. Kendall Archer, who acted as the official score keeper in place of Mr. France, who was otherwise engaged, was kept busy trying to keep matters straight. John Lockwood of course officiated in the box for the married men, and while he was occasionally knocked all over the lot, his "support" was flawless. Runs came in so thick and fast that everybody was bewildered except scorer Archer, who calmly stated the Married Men had won as usual by the close score of 12 to 11, and scornfully refuted all claims to the contrary. However, everybody had a good time, and that was the main point at issue.